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Abstract: In this paper, we will discuss a specic case that the dark matter particles
annihilate into right-handed neutrinos. We calculate the predicted gamma-ray excess from
the galactic center and compare our results with the data from the Fermi-LAT. An ap-
proximately 10{60 GeV right-handed neutrino with heavier dark matter particle can per-
fectly explain the observed spectrum. The annihilation cross section hvi falls within
the range 0:5{4  10 26 cm3=s, which is roughly compatible with the WIMP annihilation
cross section.
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1 Introduction
The indirect detection experiments of the dark matter (DM) focus on observing the stan-
dard model (SM) products from the annihilation or decay of the dark matter particles.
Various analyses of the Fermi-LAT data reveal an excess in 1{4 GeV gamma rays from
near the center of the milky way [1{12]. Fittings to the excess have been carried out (For
some examples, see ref. [10, 13{20]) by assuming that the dark matter particles mainly
annihilate into bb,  , W+W , ZZ, hh, tt (For examples, see ref. [10, 13]). Constraints
from the dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxy candidates are given in ref. [21{28]. However,
interestingly, there seem to be slight gamma signals from two of the dSphs recently [29{
32]. Cascade annihilations sometimes appear in the literature in order to avoid the direct
detection bounds (For examples, see ref. [33{44]). Among all these channels, the bb channel
and the hh oer better-tted spectrum. The spectrum predicted by the W+W  and the
ZZ channels usually peak in relatively higher energy-scales thus being less favoured.
Besides these fully discussed channels, in the literature, models in which the dark
matter particles might mainly annihilate into light right-handed neutrinos do exist. For
example, the next to minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) can be extended
with right-handed neutrino supereld(s) which only couple(s) with the singlet Higgs [34, 45{
51]. Some papers have discussed about the right-handed sneutrino dark matter annihilating
into bb, exotics Higgs pairs. However, there does exist some parameter space that the
dark matter particles mainly annihilate into the right-handed neutrinos. Ref. [52{55] also
proposed a model in which dark matter particles mainly annihilate into the right-handed
neutrinos through t-channel Z 0 mediators.
In the type I see-saw mechanisms [56{60], right-handed neutrinos slightly mix with
the SM light neutrinos and mainly decay through h=Z + e;; , W
 + l channels by the
mixing with the SM neutrinos. If the dark matter particles near the galactic center mainly
annihilate into the right-handed neutrinos, these right-handed neutrinos then decay and
nally produce the gamma-ray photons detected by the Fermi-LAT. If the mass of the right-
handed neutrino mN & 100 GeV, it will mainly decay into on-shell W=Z bosons, raising

















that in such cases, the predicted gamma spectrum are no better then those in the W+W 
and ZZ cases.
If the mass of the right-handed neutrino is less then mW , which is just the case to be
discussed in the following text, it will decay through o-shell h=Z=W bosons. In order to
deal with the o-shell W/Z/H cases, we use MadGraph5 aMC@NLO2.3.2 [62] to generate
the three-body decay events of one right-handed neutrino at rest in the parton-level, and
then input the event le into PYTHIA 8.212 [63] to do parton-shower, hadronization,
decay process and nally boost the photon spectrum in order to compare the gamma-ray
spectrum with the one from ref. [12].
2 Right-handed neutrino models
If the dark matter particles  with the mass m mainly annihilate into right-handed neu-
trinos N , the key to acquire the gamma-ray spectrum is to calculate the decay processes





mNNN   (yilLi  ~HN + h.c.); (2.1)
where mN is the mass of the right-handed neutrino. lLi's are the left-handed leptonic
SU(2)L doublets. i runs from 1-3 to indicate the e, ,  generation. ~H = i2H
 is the
SM Higgs doublet eld, where 2 is one of the Pauli matrix. Although in the standard
type-I see-saw mechanisms, more than one right-handed neutrinos are needed in order to
generate a complete neutrino mass spectrum, in this paper, we assume that only one right-
handed neutrino is lighter then the dark matter particle for simplicity. Therefore, it can
be produced on-shell during the annihilation processes. If one would like to discuss the
cases of more than one right-handed neutrinos, he could just linearly combine the spectrum
corresponding with each right-handed neutrino. Thus, eq. (2.1) can summarize the features
of the right-handed neutrinos in most of the right-handed neutrino models. After the Higgs







where v = 174 GeV, the last term in (2.1) introduces tiny mixing between N and the
SM neutrinos, resulting in eective N -li -W






















2GFm2W is the weak-coupling constant, and W is the

















theory of diagonalizing the matrices. As we have noted in the previous section, we only
discuss the mN < mW case in the following text of this paper, so the eective N -W
-l
and N -Z-e;; coupling constants are similar with the N -H-e;; coupling constants yi.
However, compared with the W and Z bosons, the coupling constants between the SM-
Higgs and other light SM fermions are quite small, and all the mediators Z=W=h are
o-shell when the right-handed neutrino N decays, so the processes N ! hi ! all + i
are negligible. Although the constants yimN decide the total width of N , from (2.3), (2.4) we
can learn that the ratio between the Z and W coupling constants are not aected. That
is to say, for each i = 1; 2; 3, the ratios Br(N!iZ
)
Br(N!li W)
are xed if only a mN is determined.
Assuming that the SM-neutrino masses originate from the Type-I see-saw mechanisms,
the mixing parameters i  yivmN can be large enough so that the lifetime of the right-
handed neutrino can be short enough if only mN & 1 GeV. According to the oscillation




> 0:1 eV. If, for example, mN = 5 GeV, the mixing parameter i =
yiv
mN
> 3  10 6,
which leaves more than enough room beyond the ability of the searching proposals on
colliders or other techniques (For some recent experimental and theoretical works on this
topic, see ref. [66{74]). Simple simulations by MadGraph also show that N . 10 3 sec
1 sec, which means once produced, the right-handed neutrinos decay immediately before
travelling too far away from the galactic center where they are produced. Further more, we
know there are models [75{79] that can reach larger i while keeping light neutrino masses
to be small.
3 Simulations and numerical results
In this paper, we ignore the inverse Compton, the synchrotron, and the bremsstrahlung
emissions from the charged particle products. We only consider the photons emitted during
the showering processes and from the decays of the hadrons. Since the decays of the tau
leptons produce photons while the electrons and muons do not, we only discuss the following
two scenarios for simplicity,
 y1 = y2 = 0, y3 6= 0. Then 100% of the right-handed neutrinos decay through
+W /+Z channels. The tau leptons also contribute to the gamma-ray spectrum.





Br(N!lW) are xed at a given mN  m, the gamma-ray
spectrum should be independent on concrete values of y1;2.
The gamma-ray spectrum by general values of y1;2;3 are just linear-combinations of the
above two cases.
Since we are discussing a pair of dark matter particles  annihilating into a pair of
right-handed neutrinos N , m  mN should be satised. If m > mN , the spectrum
will also be boosted. The dark matter prole and the hvi also aect the height of the























where we adopt rs = 20 kpc,  = 1:2, and 0 is set in order for the local dark matter
density  to be 0:4 GeV=cm3 at r = 8:5 kpc. The dierential ux of the photons from












with  = 2(4) for the self-conjugate (non-self-conjugate) dark matter. For simplicity and
without loss of generality, we adopt  = 2 in this paper. dNdE indicates the spectrum of





which is the line-of-sight integral. We use the data integrated within the region of interest
(R.O.I) at galactic latitudes 2  jbj  20 and the galactic longitudes jlj < 20. The










J is calculated to be 2:0  1023 GeV2=cm5. More realistically, any modications to the
above prole parameters will result in another Jreal. Dene
Jreal = J  J; (3.5)
then
hvi = hvirealJ ; (3.6)
where hvireal is the modied annihilation cross section in this case.
Since there are large correlations among the systematic errors of dierent bins in the
























We have scanned the mN -m parameter space by a 0.2 GeV interval. For each point
in the parameter space, we used MadGraph5 aMC@NLO2.3.2 to generate an one-million-
event sample le. Then we sent these events to PYTHIA 8.212 in order to acquire the
photon spectrum. This process is most time-consuming during the calculations. We list the
1,2 and 3 area in the gure 1. The best-tted points are mN = 32:0 GeV, m = 44:2 GeV,
with 2 = 24:22 and the best-tted hvi = 2:63  10 26cm3=s for the y1 = y2 = 0,













































Figure 1. The 2 gures. The blue, green, yellow areas are corresponding to the 1,2 and 3 
areas respectively. hvi is adjusted in order to acquire the best-tted result. The left panel indicates
the y1 = y2 = 0, y3 6= 0 case. The right-panel indicates the y3 = 0, y21 + y22 6= 0 case.
mN/GeV









































Figure 2. The best-tted hvi = hvirealJ , in the unit of cm3=s. The left panel indicates the
y1 = y2 = 0, y3 6= 0 case. The right-panel indicates the y3 = 0, y21 + y22 6= 0 case.
hvi = 3:3710 26cm3=s for the y3 = 0, y21 +y22 6= 0 case. Note that for the mN < 10 GeV
cases, which are too near to the QCD scale, the showering and hadronization process from
PYTHIA are suspectable. Nevertheless, in the gure 1, 2, we still show our numerical
results in this area. However, since the \1-" area is such a long belt ranging from 10 GeV
to 60 GeV, the main features of our conclusions should not be aected severely by the
uncertainty of the QCD calculations.
In the gure 2, we also plot the best-tted hvi for each mN and m.
From the gure 1, 2, and 3 we can learn that mN approximately ranges from 10 GeV
to 60 GeV within 1  level and necessary boost is needed for the best-tting with the
observed excess. Both the y1 = y2 = 0, y3 6= 0, and y3 = 0, y21 + y22 6= 0 show us
no signicant dierence between them. However, a slightly larger hvi is needed in the




2 6= 0 case. This is because the tau leptons produced in the y3 6= 0 case
strengthen the gamma-ray ux, thus weaken the needed hvi in this case.
Since the gamma-ray signals from near the center of our galaxy are severely contam-
inated, it is quite important to compare the results with the constraints from the dSph
galaxies. Detailed analyses depend closely on the shapes and the uxes of the spectrum in
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Figure 3. The best-tted gamma-ray spectrum together with the observed central values and the
errorbars. In the case of y1 = y2 = 0, y3 6= 0, 2 = 24:22, with the p-value 0:336. In the case of




2 6= 0, 2 = 23:81, with p-value 0:357. The data together with the error bars are
from ref. [12]. We also plot the gamma-ray spectrum and list the 2 value of the best-tted ZZ,
WW , hh, and bb channels for comparison. All these curves and values are calculated by a similar
MadGraph5 aMC@NLO2.3.2+PYTHIA 8.212 process.
that from observing the spectrum depicted in gure 3, the best-tted spectrum induced
from the right-handed neutrinos are fairly close to the ones induced from the bb channel
which can help us roughly infer the situation of the right-handed neutrino. According
to the ref. [27], the best-tted bb point is located just slightly above the constraint line,
which is a subtle case. However, the annihilation rate hvireal = J hvi is quite sensitive
to the prole parameters, where relatively large uncertainties remain [82]. For example, if
the local dark matter density  varies from 0:2 GeV=cm3 to 0:6 GeV=cm3, hvireal can
dier by one order of magnitude since it depends on 2. In this sense, the results from
near our galactic center and the constraints from the dSph galaxies are still compatible at
present stage.
4 Summary and conclusions
In this paper, we calculated the predicted gamma-ray excess from the galactic center in
a specic case that dark matter particles annihilate into two light right-handed neutrinos.
We nd that the mN can range from approximately 10 GeV to 60 GeV within 1  level and
necessary boost is needed. The hvi can vary from 0:5  10 26cm3=s to 5  10 26cm3=s,
which is roughly compatible with the WIMP annihilation cross section hvidecouple = 2-3
10 26cm3=s when the dark matter particles decouple. Comparing the two panels in the
gure 2, we can see that we need a slightly larger hvi in the y3 = 0, y21 + y22 6= 0 case,

















In this paper, we extract some common points from some specic new physics models in
which the DM might annihilate mainly into right-handed neutrinos. The detailed properties
of the dark matter particles are not discussed in this paper, and the right-handed neutrinos
are so weakly coupled with the SM sectors, so it is hardly possible for us to test this scenario
by other ways, e.g., collider physics. However, in these specic models in which this scenario
is embedded, such right-handed neutrinos can be produced through other mediators. For
example, in the NMSSM extended with the right-handed neutrino(s), the exotic singlet-like
Higgs boson might decay into the right-handed neutrinos. Detailed discussions about these
models in this case shall also be our next topics.
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